F. Lger

Joseph Fernand Henri Leger was a French painter, sculptor, and filmmaker. In his early works he created a personal
form of cubism which he gradually modified.Find the latest shows, biography, and artworks for sale by Fernand Leger.
Working in Paris during the height of Cubism, Fernand Leger's iconic style, with it .Regarded as the forerunner of the up
and coming Pop Art style, Fernand Leger was a French painter, sculptor and filmmaker, working in his own form of
cubism, .Fernand Leger powerful version of Cubism and Futurism was often graphic, favoring primary colors, pattern,
and bold form.Joseph Fernand Henri Leger was born on February 4, , in Argentan, France. After apprenticing with an
architect in Caen from to , Leger settled in.Shop original Fernand Leger prints and multiples, drawings and watercolor
paintings and other Fernand Leger art from the world's best art galleries. Global.Fernand Leger was a canonical French
artist known for his contributions to Cubism. View Fernand Leger's artworks on artnet. Find an in-depth
biography.Artists & Prints: Masterworks from. The Museum of. Modern Art, Part 2. April 13 July 4, The Museum of
Modern Art. Fernand Leger has. exhibitions.Leger was one of the most prominent and prolific artists working in Paris in
the first half of the twentieth century. He was first associated with the avant-garde in.The quintessential painter of the
machine age, Leger observed the effects of modern technology in the trenches as a solider in the French army during
World.Woman with a Cat, Fernand Leger (French, Argentan Gif- to a group of monumental female figures that Leger
painted throughout the s.Fernand Leger the life and art of a Modernist master. On 15 May two of the most important
works from the s to come to market, Le grand dejeuner ( ).Fernand Leger: Paintings and Drawings. September
30October 24, The Museum of Modern Art. The Museum of Modern Art.Find great deals on eBay for Fernand Leger in
Prints from Dealers and Resellers. Shop with confidence.Fernand Leger The City. Leger even included his own initials,
"F L," among the array of stenciled letters, evoking the colorful billboard posters of the time.
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